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Abstract: Anti-1-amino-3-[18F] fluorocyclobutane-1-carboxylic acid (anti-3-[18F] FACBC) is a synthetic amino acid positron emission tomography (PET) radiotracer with utility in the detection of recurrent prostate carcinoma. The aim of this study is to correlate uptake of anti-3-[18F] FACBC with histology of prostatectomy specimens in patients undergoing radical prostatectomy and to determine if uptake correlates to markers of tumor aggressiveness such as Gleason score. Ten patients with prostate carcinoma pre-radical prostatectomy underwent 45 minute dynamic PET-CT of the pelvis after IV injection of 347.8 ± 81.4 MBq anti-3-[18F] FACBC. Each prostate was co-registered to a separately acquired MR, divided into 12 sextants, and analyzed visually for abnormal focal uptake at 4, 16, 28, and 40 min post-injection by a single reader blinded to histology. SUVmax per sextant and total sextant activity (TSA) was also calculated. Histology and Gleason scores were similarly recorded by a urologic pathologist blinded to imaging. Imaging and histologic analysis were then compared. In addition, 3 representative sextants from each prostate were chosen based on highest, lowest and median SUVmax for immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis of Ki67, synaptophysin, P504s, chromogranin A, P53, androgen receptor, and prostein. 79 sextants had malignancy and 41 were benign. Highest combined sensitivity and specificity was at 28 min by visual analysis; 81.3% and 50.0% respectively. SUVmax was significantly higher (p<0.05) for malignant sextants (5.1±2.6 at 4 min; 4.5±1.6 at 16 min; 4.0±1.3 at 28 min; 3.8±1.0 at 40 min) compared to non-malignant sextants (4.0±1.9 at 4 min; 3.5±0.8 at 16 min; 3.4±0.9 at 28 min; 3.3±0.9 at 40 min), though there was overlap of activity between malignant and non-malignant sextants. SUVmax also significantly correlated (p<0.05) with Gleason score at all time points (r=0.28 at 4 min; r=0.42 at 16 min; r=0.46 at 28 min; r=0.48 at 40 min). There was no significant correlation of anti-3-[18F] FACBC SUVmax with Ki67 or other IHC markers. Since there was no distinct separation between malignant and non-malignant sextants or between Gleason score levels, we believe that anti-3-[18F] FACBC PET should not be used alone for radiation therapy planning but may be useful to guide biopsy to the most aggressive lesion.
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Introduction

Prostate carcinoma is the second leading cause of death in men in the United States. It is estimated that 241,740 new cases of prostate cancer will be diagnosed in 2012, leading to 28,170 prostate cancer-related deaths [1]. Yet, the rate of tumor growth of primary prostate carcinoma is very heterogeneous. While the highly aggressive phenotype may rapidly metastasize leading to death, many other cases of prostate cancer are asymptomatic or are never detected with subsequent death from unrelated causes [2]. Upon serum PSA elevation, transrectal guided ultrasound with biopsy is typically employed as a next step, yet is invasive and subject to sampling error [3-5].

While magnetic resonance imaging (MR) is currently the most valuable widely available imaging modality in the characterization of primary prostate carcinoma, it suffers from limitations,
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especially in the post-biopsy setting, including the ability to differentiate benign from malignant tissue and the lack of routinely accessible metabolic data [6]. Thus, there is no universally accepted method, imaging or biomarker available that can be used to decide which tumor will require aggressive therapy and which can be followed with active surveillance. Yet the availability of such imaging biomarkers would be useful to not only stratify patients into therapeutic categories, but also to more accurately direct biopsy, and to define tumor volumes for intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and other advanced techniques [7].

Anti-1-amino-3-fluorine 18 –fluorocyclobutane-1-carboxylic acid (anti-3-[18F] FACBC) is a synthetic amino acid analog positron emission tomography (PET) radiotracer that has demonstrated promise for the staging and restaging of prostate carcinoma [8, 9]. The uptake of anti-3-[18F] FACBC is likely mediated via sodium-dependent (ASC) and sodium-independent (L type) amino acid transporters (AATs). Anti-3-[18F] FACBC is not metabolized nor highly excreted in urine [10-12]. The purpose of this study is to determine if uptake of anti-3-[18F] FACBC in pre-surgical prostatectomy patients with known prostate carcinoma correlates with the presence or absence of neoplasia on a sextant analysis and if the degree of radiotracer uptake correlates with markers of tumor aggressiveness such as Gleason score.

Materials and methods

Preparation of anti-3-[18F] FACBC

The preparation of anti-3-[18F] FACBC has been previously reported [13]. The decay-corrected radiochemical yield of the desired product was 24%, and its radiochemical purity was 99% 80 minutes after the end of bombardment. The mass of amino acids, predominantly anti-1-amino-3-hydroxy cyclobutane-1-carboxylic acid, in the production batch was approximately 1.5 mg or 9.0 µmol. The specific activity of anti-3-[18F] FACBC was determined to be 580–820 MBq/µmol based on the quantity of anti-1-amino-3-hydroxy cyclobutane-1-carboxylic acid present in the anti-3-[18F] FACBC batch production at the end of synthesis.

Patient selection

This prospective study was approved by the institutional review board and complied with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act guidelines, and conducted under the auspices of IND 72437 from the United States Food and Drug Administration. Written informed consent was obtained. Patients were enrolled in this study if the following criteria were met: a) 18 years of age or older; b) scheduled for prostatectomy based on a diagnosis of primary prostate cancer; c) ability to lie still for PET scanning; d) able to provide written informed consent.

Anti-3-[18F] FACBC imaging protocol

Scanning was conducted by using a PET/CT unit (Discovery DLS; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). All patients fasted for 4–6 hours before undergoing scanning with anti-3-[18F] FACBC. Subjects first underwent CT of the pelvis (80–120 mA, 120 kVp) with oral contrast and without intravenous contrast. 347.8 ± 81.4 MBq of anti-3-[18F] FACBC (161.7 - 469.9 MBq) was injected intravenously over 2 minutes. Dynamic PET at the level of the prostate was then performed for 17 individual frames at a dynamic frame rate of 2x15 sec, 5x30 sec, 5x60 sec, and 9x4 min (frames x time-per-frame). The entire study including injection of radiotracer lasted approximately 43 minutes. PET images were reconstructed with iterative technique (2 iterations, 28 subsets) and registered to the CT using standard techniques.

MRI imaging protocol

Routine pre-surgical prostatectomy pelvic MR was performed on a 1.5 T MR scanner with a body surface coil (Avanto; Siemens Medical Systems, Malvern, PA) using a combination of high resolution T1 and T2, dynamic 3D gradient echo perfusion with gadolinium contrast enhancement, and three-dimensional breath-held spoiled gradient echo with fat saturation. Only the T2 weighted studies were used for coregistration to the anti-3-[18F] FACBC PET-CT. In detail, the T2 imaging was performed using an interleaved fast spin echo imaging (TSE) sequence, which covered 30 x 4 mm slices (0.8mm gap). The field-of-view was 200x200mm (with fold-over suppression), with a 256x230 matrix (interpolated to 512), enabling an in-plane resolution of 0.4x0.5mm. The TR/TE was 3000/95ms, using a turbo factor of 13 with linear k-space ordering (bandwidth = 130Hz/px). The subject was allowed to breathe freely; how-
ever, three signal averages and anterior saturation bands were implemented to lessen respiration artifacts.

**Image processing**

The PET-CT images and the T2 weighted MR images were then imported into an institutional image registration platform (Velocity; Velocity Medical Solutions, Atlanta, GA) for automatically creating a rigid transformation (rotation and translations) between the MR and CT images. The rigid registration algorithm considers simultaneously rotations and translations on all axes and allows definition of a volume of interest (VOI) to focus the registration on the prostate anatomy only. For this particular analysis we selected the Mattes formulation of the mutual information as it is better suited to deal with differences in Hounsfield units (HU) calibration as compared to single-modality metrics such as mean squares [14]. The use of a VOI is essential for the automated registration, as it allows the algorithm to consider only voxels within the vicinity of the prostate volume. Subjective physician review of the image registration from this automated method confirmed ideal superimposition of the two datasets within the VOI.

The rigid transformation from the MR-CT registration was then applied to the PET image study with the PET imaging data corresponding to the MR’s spatial coordinate system. Minor adjustments were then made to best register and fine tune the PET to the MR prostate data registration since different degrees of bladder filling may result in shifting of pelvic contents between the two studies. The resultant registered PET-MR image was then resampled into the same DICOM frame of reference coordinate space to be exported as a DICOM object into a dedicated reading workstation (MIMvista 4.2-5.2; MIMvista, Cleveland, OH). Since the prostate lies in the pelvis typically at an anteriorly tilted angle, and the pathologic specimen is processed at our institution with a freehand approach and sliced perpendicular to the plane of the urethra, the fused sagittal image was tilted obliquely to best match the angle at which histologic processing occurred. Resliced angles were typically 20-40 degrees from original orientation.

At this point, the margins of the prostate were defined on the MR and a point midway between the superior and inferior borders of the gland was chosen and marked as “mid-gland”. At points midway between the inferior and superior borders and the mid-gland, apex and base levels were similarly identified and marked. In this manner, we were best able to match imaging to histologic processing. Each of the 3 levels were then divided into sextants (right/left and anterior/posterior at apex, mid and base) with a freehand drawing tools provided in the software package and saved as part of the PET-MR dataset.

**Image analysis**

All anti-3-[18F] FACBC PT-MR images were interpreted visually by a board certified nuclear radiologist (DMS) blinded to the histologic results. A region in the prostate was considered positive if there were asymmetric focal activity exceeding prostate background activity similar to the criteria utilized by Yamaguchi in studying 11C-Choline PET of the prostate [15]. Each of 12 sextants per prostate were analyzed separately at 4, 16, 28 and 40 min post-injection for the presence or absence of focal activity suspicious for tumor. SUVmax, SUVmean, and total sextant activity (TSA) of each sextant was also calculated (SUV*ml) using the entire anatomic volume of the sextant in that imaging plane. SUV mean of representative background of the prostate as well as other structures such as blood pool at the iliac vessels, marrow at the ilium, and muscle in the gluteus were also recorded.

**Pathology protocol**

Following anti-3-[18F] FACBC scanning, all candidates underwent radical prostatectomy. All pathologic samples underwent standard histologic analysis to determine where prostate carcinoma glands were present. Specimens were sectioned perpendicular to the urethra using a freehand method at 4mm thickness and quadrisected. Tissues were submitted in histology cassettes with the original section and anatomical quadrant clearly identified and labeled. The tissue were then fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin, embedded in wax, and stained with hematoxylin & eosin (H&E) using standard histologic techniques. Each tissue slide was evaluated for involvement by carcinoma, prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia, prostatic hypertrophy and inflammation. The presence or absence of
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tumor in each quadrant and Gleason scores when applicable were recorded by a board certified Urologic Pathologist (A00) blinded to imaging results.

Correlation of imaging to histologic data

The presence or absence of tumor on a sextant basis predicted by anti-3-[^18F] FACBC PET images was correlated to the similar histopathologic analysis. Diagnostic performance was thus calculated. Mean (+/- SD) uptake parameters such as SUVmax of each sextant were calculated for malignant and non-malignant sextants. Similarly for the malignant sextants, radiotracer uptake was correlated with Gleason score. In a preliminary analysis we noted that all specimens except one had varying degrees of benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH) involving all sextants. Because of our inability to effectively model the exact location of histology to imaging in all but a few instances, we believed that we could not accurately conduct a subanalysis of normal tissue versus BPH, prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) or inflammation. Thus, we confined our analysis to presence or absence of malignancy at the sextant level only.

Immunohistochemical analysis

Three representative sextants believed to be malignant were chosen based on highest, lowest and median SUVmax from each prostate for immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis of the Ki-67 proliferation index. Five micron sections of formalin-fixed, deparaffinized tissue from each case was immunostained using antibodies against Ki-67 (clone MIB1, 1:160 dilution, DAKO Corp, Carpinteria, CA) using tonsil as the positive control. Negative controls were run simultaneously and had primary antibody replaced with buffer. Antigen retrieval was conducted in citrate buffer at pH 6.0 under a pressure of 15 pounds per square inch for 3 minutes. Envision+ Dual Link Kit (DAKO Corp) was used as the detection system, with diaminobenzidine as the chromogen and hematoxylin as the counterstain. Staining was performed with the DAKO Autostainer. Expression of Ki-67 in the malignant lesions was then correlated with anti-3-[^18F] FACBC uptake. Similar processing was applied for the other IHC indices of synaptophysin, P504s, chromogranin A, P53, androgen receptor, and prostein.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the data with mean and standard deviation (SD) for each outcome variable among each of the groups. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy were estimated as proportion and their 95% CI were constructed assuming a binomial distribution. Two samples T-test was employed to compare the differences between malignant and non-malignant sextants. Pearson/Spearman correlation coefficients were estimated to measure the relationship between SUVmax of anti-3-[^18F] FACBC uptake and each of other covariates and tested using Wald’s test. Two sample t-test was also used to test the SUVmax of anti-3-[^18F] FACBC uptake between two groups stratified by Gleason score (3+4 or less vs 4+3 or greater). Linear regression analysis was performed on association of SUV max with optical IHC signal and the radiotracer retention index as well as other factors among early and delayed imaging, respectively. Plots were also generated to depict the relationships of each pairwise variables graphically. The significance level was set at 0.05 for all tests. The SAS statistical package V9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) was used for data managements and analyses.

Results

Demographics

Ten patients were studied between March 10, 2009, and April 21, 2012. No adverse events were reported. Mean age was 60.8 years ± 6.3 (range, 49-70 y) and the mean PSA level was 8.2ng/mL ± 5.3 (range, 2.3-16.6). 3 patients had a PSA level of less than 4 ng/mL, three patients had a level between 4 and 10 ng/mL, and four had a level greater than 10 ng/mL. One hundred twenty sextants were analyzed in 10 patients: 79 malignant and 41 non-malignant. Gleason score of the tumor lesions varied between 3+3=6 and 5+5=10. 21 sextants contained tumor with a Gleason score of 3+3=6, 17 with 3+4=7, 9 with 4+3=7, 20 with 4+4=8 and 12 with 5+5=10.
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### Table 1. Diagnostic performance per sextant at each time point by visual analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4mins</th>
<th>16mins</th>
<th>28mins</th>
<th>40mins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True positive</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True negative</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False positive</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False negative</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (CI)%</td>
<td>(80.5-95.2)</td>
<td>(73.8-90.9)</td>
<td>(70.6-88.8)</td>
<td>(67.9-86.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (CI)%</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV (CI)%</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV (CI)%</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (CI)%</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sis of the sextants at time points is presented in Table 1 along with diagnostic performance and confidence intervals. Because of a technical error, 2 of 120 sextants from the 4 minute time point could not be analyzed. Highest combined diagnostic performance for anti-3-[¹⁸F] FACBC was at 28 min with 65 true positive tumor sextants, 20 true negative sextants, 20 false positive sextants, and 15 false negative sextants. Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were 81.3%, 50.0%, 70.8% respectively, with a positive predictive and negative predictive value of 76.5% and 57.1% respectively. Figure 1 and 2 are representative correlative images with histology.

### Anti-3-[¹⁸F] FACBC PET quantitative analysis compared with presence or absence of tumor

Sextant SUV max and total sextant activity was significantly higher for malignant sextants compared to non-malignant sextants at all time points as presented in Table 2A and 2B. Though the differences of mean values were statistically significant, overlap of SUVmax and TSA activity between malignant and non-malignant sextants was present.

### Correlation of malignant sextant SUVmax with Gleason score

For the 79 malignant sextants there was significant correlation of SUVmax and Gleason score at all time points (r=0.28 at 4 min; r=0.42 at 16 min; r=0.46 at 28 min; r=0.48 at 40 min) as presented in Figure 3. In addition, when grouping Gleason score as 3+4 or less and 4+3 or greater there is a statistically significant difference of mean SUVmax at all time points as illustrated in Table 3. Though the differences were statistically significant, overlap of mean SUVmax limits between Gleason scores was present. Note that there were no sextants with Gleason 4+5 or 5+4.

### Correlation of SUVmax and PSA per patient

When SUVmax of each prostate was correlated with the PSA of each of the patients at time of surgery, a positive trend was noted at each time point (r=0.53 at 4 min; r=0.59 at 16 min; r=0.37 at 28 min; r=0.45 at 40 min) but which did not reach statistical significance (p>0.05).

### Immunohistochemical analysis including Ki67

30 sextants (3 sextants from each extant prostate) were chosen for analysis per above criteria. Out of the 30 chosen sextants, 18 malignant sextants could be analyzed. 12 were technically inadequate. SUV max of malignant samples had no significant correlation (p>0.05) with Ki-67 (r=-0.10 at 4 min; r=-0.01 at 16 min; r=0.24 at 28 min; r=0.11 at 40 min), synaptophysin (r=0.25 at 4 min; r=0.23 at 16 min; r=0.24 at 28 min; r=0.14 at 40 min), P504s (r=-0.02 at 4 min; r=-0.18 at 16 min; r=-0.22 at 28 min; r=-0.15 at 40 min), chromogranin A (r=-0.04 at 4 min; r=0.17 at 16 min; r=0.11 at 28 min; r=0.15 at 40 min), P53 (r=-0.40 at 4 min; r=-0.37 at 16 min; r=0.25 at 28 min; r=0.19 at 40 min).
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Discussion

We set out to determine if anti-3-[¹⁸F] FACBC PET uptake in primary prostate carcinoma correlated with presence or absence of tumor and if the degree of uptake corresponded to biomarkers of tumor aggressiveness such as Gleason Score and Ki-67. We found that based upon blinded sextant visual analysis, highest diagnostic performance occurred at 28 minutes post-injection with a sensitivity of 81.3% but a specificity of 50.0%. Statistically significant differences between mean SUVmax and total sextant activity between malignant and non-malignant sextants were noted, as well as...
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Primary prostate carcinoma is the most frequently occurring cancer in men with over two hundred thousand cases diagnosed per year in the United States alone. In addition prostate cancer disproportionally strikes an older age group with an estimated median age of 79 at diagnosis [16]. Prostate cancer may also present as a spectrum from indolent disease to highly aggressive subtypes [2]. Because of the widespread use of PSA screening, prostate carcinoma is often detected at earlier stages when it may be curable, yet some variants do not require more than a watchful waiting approach, especially in older patients [17]. Due to the inherent sampling bias in routine sextant biopsy, disease may be over or underestimated [18]. Thus, an imaging technique which could more accurately describe extent and aggressiveness of tumor would be useful to direct therapy for individual patients. Current treatment decisions are typically based on nomograms. Imaging could also be potentially help-
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Table 2A. Mean SUVmax for Malignant Versus Non-malignant Sextants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4 min</th>
<th>16 min</th>
<th>28 min</th>
<th>40 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malignant SUVmax±SD (n=79)</td>
<td>5.1±2.6</td>
<td>4.5±1.6</td>
<td>4.0±1.3</td>
<td>3.8±1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-malignant SUVmax±SD (n=41)</td>
<td>4.0±1.9</td>
<td>3.5±0.8</td>
<td>3.4±0.9</td>
<td>3.3±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2B. Mean Total Sextant Activity (SUV*ml) for Malignant Versus Benign Sextants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4 min</th>
<th>16 min</th>
<th>28 min</th>
<th>40 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malignant TSA±SD (n=79)</td>
<td>3.1±2</td>
<td>3.1±1.9</td>
<td>2.9±1.6</td>
<td>2.8±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-malignant TSA±SD (n=41)</td>
<td>2.1±1.3</td>
<td>2.3±1.1</td>
<td>2.2±1.0</td>
<td>2.1±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Correlation of anti-3-[^18F] FACBC SUV max at (A) 4 min, (B) 16 min, (C) 28min, and (D) 40 min with Gleason score.

Amino acids are considered essential nutrients for multiplying tumor cells. A number of naturally and non-naturally occurring PET amino acid based radiotracers have been produced for the evaluation of prostate cancer [3, 19-21]. One of the first such radiotracers to be studied was the naturally occurring amino acid radiotracer, L-[^11C]methionine ([^11C]MET). In a study of 20 patients with elevated PSA levels and negative prostate biopsies, Toth and coworkers reported that,[^11C]MET was useful in directing subsequent biopsy in 7/15 patients with true positive uptake, but that 8/15 patients had high uptake and negative repeat biopsies show-
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Table 3. Mean SUVmax of Low versus High Gleason Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4mins</th>
<th>16mins</th>
<th>28mins</th>
<th>40mins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Gleason Group (n=38)</td>
<td>4.4±2.1</td>
<td>3.8±1.1</td>
<td>3.5±1.0</td>
<td>3.3±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Gleason Group (n=41)</td>
<td>5.9±2.8</td>
<td>5.2±1.7</td>
<td>4.7±1.3</td>
<td>4.3±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p)-value</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low Gleason: Gl 3+3 and 3+4; High Gleason: Gl 4+3,4+4, 5+5.

The mechanism of anti-3-[\(^{18}\text{F}\)] FABC uptake has yet to be fully defined but has been reported to be primarily dependent upon sodium-dependent (ASC) and sodium-independent (L type) amino acid transport, specifically ASCT2 and LAT1 [10, 12]. Both ASCT2 and LAT1 have been implicated as important amino acid transporters with increased expression in many cancers [28]. LAT1 and ASCT2 have been associated with more aggressive biologic behavior in prostate carcinoma [29, 30]. It is interesting to note that in the current study there was a positive correlation of Gleason score and anti-3-[\(^{18}\text{F}\)] FABC uptake with a step off in uptake between Gleason 3+4 and less and 4+3 and greater, a boundary which has been associated with more aggressive disease [31, 32]. Increased expression of both ASCT2 and LAT1 as expressed by increasing anti-3-[\(^{18}\text{F}\)] FABC uptake may be an explanation of this phenomenon but more studies would have to be done to determine the definitive mechanism and practical utility.

Though we found a statistically significant difference between SUVmax and TSA between non-malignant and malignant sextants, and a good sensitivity by visual analysis, there was suboptimal specificity as well as a significant overlap of radiotracer activity between non-malignant and malignant sextants. Accuracy peaked at 28 minutes after injection by visual analysis, probably reflecting the most optimal balance between nonspecific background uptake as well as conspicuity of uptake in the...
target lesion. LAT1, LAT2, and system ASC effect amino acid transport through a 1:1 exchange [10, 33]. Since one amino acid is transported out of the cell for every one that is transported into the cell, it is likely that this is the cause of decreasing anti-3-[18F] FACBC activity with time within tumors. Specificity did not improve even after performing sub-analysis of tumor to background prostate ratios, retention indices, or comparison to other background structures (data not shown). Suboptimal specificity in the prostate bed with anti-3-[18F] FACBC PET has also been reported by our group in post-therapy prostate cancer patients with suspicion of recurrence [8]. Turkbey also reported overlap of uptake profiles of this radiotracer with nonmalignant histology [34]. More research will be required to fully elucidate these findings.

We did not find a significant correlation of Ki-67 with SUVmax. Other immunohistochemical markers that we evaluated such as synaptophysin, P504s, chromogranin A, PS3, androgen receptor, and prostein also did not correlate with anti-3-[18F] FACBC uptake. While earlier investigation had demonstrated a positive non-significant trend, this did not bear out on more rigorous analysis [35]. Similarly, we have also found absence of correlation of anti-3-[18F] FACBC uptake with Ki-67 in a study of malignant pulmonary nodules (Now, accepted in press, unpublished). Interestingly, mixed results have been reported in the literature as to histologic correlation of Ki-67 and Gleason score [36]. In addition, choline uptake has also not generally correlated with Ki-67 [5, 37].

A major limitation of our study is lack of step section whole mount histology at our institution which precluded utilizing sophisticated modeling to ensure an exact correlation of histology to imaging. Because of these limitations, we chose to analyze the data on a per sextant basis as to presence or absence of tumor only, since this would result in the least uncertainty as to imaging-histologic correlation given our resources. We therefore believed we could not accurately correlate imaging findings to individual sub-sextant regions of normal histology, BPH, tumor, PIN, or inflammation and that there is resultant intermixing of malignant and non-malignant signal in each sextant. Even so, we believe the questions raised by our findings could serve as a template for future investigation. We would recommend that this type of study only be undertaken at a center with whole mount histologic processing techniques and modeling [6].

In conclusion, in the evaluation of primary prostate carcinoma with anti-3-[18F] FACBC PET, highest accuracy upon visual analysis is present at 28 minutes at which time there is sensitivity of 81.3%, specificity of 50.0%, with a positive predictive and negative predictive value of 76.5% and 57.1%, respectively. While there was a statistically significant difference between mean SUV max and total sextant activity between non-malignant and malignant sextants, overlap of radiotracer activity between non-malignant and malignant sextants would limit practical utility for such interventions as radiotherapy planning. Yet, the correlation between both higher Gleason scores and anti-3-[18F] FACBC SUVmax could be useful to direct biopsy to areas of most aggressive disease. More study is required utilizing step section whole mount histology coupled with sophisticated co-registered modeling between histologic sections and imaging.
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